Abstract. In this paper we study some geometrical properties of gradient vector fields on cosymplectic manifolds, thereby emphasizing the close analogv with Hamiltonian systems on symplectic manifolds. I t is shown that gradient vector fields grangian submanifolds of the tangent bundle with respect to an induced symplectic structure. In addition, the syqmetry and reduction propertie of gradient vector fields are investigated. 
Introduction
Canonical manifolds have been identified and studied by Licbnerowicz as the natural geometrical framework for the description of time-dependent mechanical systems (see, for example [l, 21 and, for a view on the physical applications, see also [3] ). A canonical manifold is a Poisson manifold of constant rank, fihred over R (the 'timeaxis') and such that the connected components of the fibres are symplectic leaves of been investigated by Flato et a / [4] . Lie group actions on a canonical manifold and the concept of momentum map in this framework have been studied by Marle [5] . the Marsden-Weinstein reduction theory for symplectic manifolds with symmetry to cosymplectic manifolds and to general contact manifolds. In doing so he has conceived a unified approach to cosymplectic and contact structures by identifying them as limiting cases of a 'transitive almost contact structure'.
In this paper we wish to focus our attention on a special class of vector fields on a cosymp!ect,ic m-anifold which, following Albert, will he called gradient vector fields, In particular, it is our intention to point out some close similarities between gradient vector fields on a cosymplectic manifold and (global) Hamiltonian vector fields on $ Senior Research Associate at the National Fund for Scientific Rerearch (Belgium) Po~son s~r u c~u r e , Tiie Lie ?&&bra asocisie:
cei,onicaj striict,iire :rave F Canlrijn el a1 a symplectic manifold (the latter being the gradient vector fields of the symplectic structure).
First of all, it will be shown that gradient vector fields can be characterized in t e r m of a Lagrangian submanifold of the tangent bundle with respect to an appropriate symplectic structure. This property is well known in symplectic geometry, mainly due to the work of Tulczyjew [8, 9] , and is in fact common to all gradient vector fields with respect to a non-degenerate covariant 2-tensor field (not necessarily skew-symmetric), Moreover, this property naturally leads us to introduce the notion of a local gradient vector field, the cosymplectic analogue of the local Hamiltonian vector field. Secondly, starting from Albert's reduction theorem for cosymplectic manifolds, we will demonstrate that for gradient vector fields with symmetry one can establish a reduction scheme which is similar to the well known reduction procedure for Hamiltonian systems with symmetry [lo, 111.
In section 2 we briefly recall some definitions and properties related to cosymplectic structures. Section 3 is devoted to the description of gradient and local gradient vector fields in terms of Lagrangian submanifolds of the tangent bundle. In section 4 we investigate the symmetry and reductibn properties of gradient vector fields. This analysis is then further extended to the case of local gradient vector fields in section 5. We conclude in section 6 with a few additional remarks.
Throughout this paper, all manifolds, maps, vector fields and differential forms are assumed to be of class C". The sets of vector fields and differential forms over a manifold M are denoted by X ( M ) and A ( M ) , respectively. For X E X ( M ) and oi E A ( M ) we write ixoi for the inner product (or also (X,a), in case oi is a 1-form) and LXoi for the Lie derivative of a with respect to X. The tangent map of a map f : M -N will be denoted by T f : T M -T N .
Cosymplectic manifolds
A cosymplectic manifold is a triple ( M , 8 , w ) consisting of a smooth (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold M with a closed 1-form 9 and a closed 2-form w , such that 9Aw" # 0 (see e.g. [7] ). In particular, 8 A w n yields a volume form on M . In the case where 8 is exact we are precisely dealing with a canonical manifold with closed 2-form in the sense of [l, 51. The standard example of a cosymplectic manifold is provided by an 'extended cotangent bundle' (W x T*N,dt,r'R,), with 1 : R x T" -+ R and r : R x T ' N -+ T'N the canonical projections and R, the canonical symplectic form on T".
Let M be a manifold and let 8 E A 1 ( M ) and w E A 2 ( M ) be given, with d9 = 0 and dw = 0. Consider the bundle homomorphism
(2.1) Then we have the following important characterization of cosymplectic (and symplectic) manifolds. ( M , 9 , w ) is cosymplectic, then xs,, is a smooth vector bundle isomorphism.
Proposition 1 (cf 171). (i) If
(ii) If xs,w is a smooth vector bundle isomorphism, then either ( M , B , w ) is a cosymplectic manifold, in which case M is odd dimensional, or ( M , w ) is a symplectic manifold. in which case M is even dimensional.
Gradient fields on cosympleclic manifolds 177 According to this proposition it is clear that geometrical objects and properties related to a structure ( M , 8, w ) , with 0 a closed 1-form and w a closed 2-form on M such that xe,+, is an isomorphism, yield a cosymplectic (i.e. odd-dimensional) and a symplectic (i.e. even-dimensional) transcription. In the following we will confine ourselves to the cosymplectic case. For the following definitions and properties on cosymplectic manifolds, we again refer to [7] . Let ( M , 8, w ) 
These aut,omorphisms, a!so ca!!ed 'st,rong' automor~hisms~ form a subgroup of the group of 'weak' automorphisms which are characterized by Q'O = 0 and 4*w = wdh, A 0 for some he E C " ( M ) . The weak automorphisms correspond to the global canonical transformation in the sense of Lichnerowicz [l] . A (strong) infinitesimal automorphism of the cosymplectic structure is a vector field X on M such that
The infinitesimal automorphisms constitute a Lie suhalgebra of X ( M ) . Note that a Hamiltonian vector field X,, as well as the corresponding evolution vector field E,, will be an infinitesimal automorphism iff 0 A dR(f) = 0 and thus, in particular, if R(f) = 0 (i.e. if f is 'time independent'). It can be shown, however, that the Hamiltonian vector fields determine an ideal of the Lie algebra of weak infinitesimal automorphisms, the latter being characterized by C x 8 = 0 and Lxw = 0 A dh, for some h , E Cm(M) (cf [7] , proposition 3). and $2, clearly yields a symplectic form on T M . We will derive another expression for Q,, explicitly in terms of B and w . Before doing so we first make a small digression into the theory of derivations of forms.
Gradient vector fields and Lagrangian submanifolds
Let N be an arbitrary smooth manifold. Following Tulczyjew, one can define two derivations, iT and dT from A ( N ) into A ( T N ) of degree -1 and 0, respectively (see
where U E T,N, wi E T,(TN) and ui = T7"(wi) for i = 1,. , . Alternatively, one can say that i , and dT are derivations along rN of type i, and d t , respectively, induced by the vector field T along rN which locally reads T = u'a/aq' (see e.g. [12] ). Furthermore, it should be noticed that for a E A ( N ) , d,u precisely corresponds to the complete Iifi of 01 to T N in the sense of Yano and Ishihara [U], the latter being defined as follows. Let X be a vector field on N with (local) flow {#+). Then { T d , ) defines a (local) flow on T N and its infinitesimal generator X c E X ( T N ) is called the complete lift of X. In coordinates, if X = Xi B/aq', then the function f' on T N defined by f' = p z o Tf where p z : T R Z Iw x Iw -+ W is the projection onto the second factor. Let now 01 be an arbitrary pform on N , then its complete lift to 'I" is the pform 01' which is fully characterized by the property
expressions for instance, that One can then easily verify, using local coordinate 01' = dT 01.
We now return to the cosymplectic manifold ( M , 8, w). The natural projections of T M and T ' M on M will be denoted by 7, and x,, respectively, and we recall that 0, stands for the canonical Liouville I-form on T ' M . 
= ( T a M ( T X 8 ,~( w ) ) > r T T . M ( T X B , w ( w ) ) )
where the second equality follows from the defining property of the Liouville 1-form (see e.g. [lo] ). Now, rT.,,, o T x~,~ = xB,W orTM and xs being a bundle isomorphism over the identity, we also have that = rM. Using the definition (2.1) of xe,,, the previous relation then becomes 
with z = rM(w). Finally, taking into account the definition (3.1) of the derivative operator i,, we obtain
Since this holds for any w E T ( T M ) , the relation (3.2) readily follows. This expression agrees with the one derived by Aniculzesei [14] for the structure of the tangent bundle of almost contact and almost cosymplectic manifolds. Let us denote the natural bundle coordinates on T M corresponding to a canonical chart (t, q' ,pi) on M by (t,p',pi,u,wi,wi) . Using the expressions (2.3) for0 andw, we find the following coordinate expression for Cl,: R, = dp, Gradient vector fields are obviously local gradient vector fields. The set of local gradient vector fields furthermore contains the Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms (2.9). Although the local gradient vector fields do not form a Lie algebra, one can easily verify that the Lie bracket of an infinitesimal automorphism X and a local gradient vector field Y is again a local gradient vector field. Indeed, using (2.9) and (3.4) we find that ~I X , Y l W = cxclfw = cx(e A c y @ ) = e A cfx,yle.
We now arrive at the main result of this sectioii, froiri which proposition 3 can in fact be derived as a corollary.
Theorem 1. vector field iff i m ( X ) is a Lagrangian submanifold of (TM,Q,).
Prooj Knowing that ,ye,y is a symplectic diffeomorphism, the result immediately follows from the definition of local gradient vector fields and the well known property that the image of a 1-form on M is a Lagrangian submanifold of ( T ' M , Q, ) iff that 1-form is closed.
0

This theorem is the cosymplectic analogue of the characterization of local Hamiltonian vector fields on symplectic manifolds (cf 191).
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S y m m e t r y and reduction of gradient vector fields
In this section we will be dealing with smooth left actions Q : G x M --t M of a Lie group G on a cosymplectic manifold ( M , 8,w) . It will always be tacitly assumed that both G and M are connected. The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by G and its dual by G*. For each g E G we put 7 @(g, .), the induced transformation on M . For given p E 9' we denote by G, the isotropy group of p with respect to the affine action a. By equivariance of J it follows that J -' [ p } is an invariant subset for the restriction of Q to G,. Moreover, if p is a weakly regular value (and thus, in particular, a regular value) of J , then J -' { p } is a suhmanifold of M and @ induces a smooth action of G, on J -' { p ) . Following Libermaun and Marle [ll] we will say that this action is simple if the orbit space J -' { p ) / G , admits a smooth manifo!d structure such that the canonical projection ?r , : J -' { p ) + J -' { p } / G , , is a surjective submersion. This will for instance be the case if the action is free and proper [lo]. In the following it will always be assumed that G, is connected such that the fibres of rP are also connected. (If this were not the case, one could simply restrict the further analysis to the connected component of the identity of G,.)
Albert has established the following cosymplectic reduction theorem which will play a central role in the further discussion. The main purpose of this section now consists in proving that in the case where a restricted Hamiltonian action defines a symmetry of a gradient vector field, then the latter gives rise to a gradient rect=r field 0 : : the :ed-ced c~ay--p!ectic manifold (Pr, 8r, Ur) corresponding to any weakly regular value p of the momentum map. This then yields the analogue of the Marsden-Weinstein reduction of a Hamiltonian system with symmetry on a symplectic manifold [lo, 111. 
In view of (4.1) and the assumed invariance o f f , it follows that g r a d f ( J 0 = 0. Since this holds for each E G, we may indeed conclude that J is invariant under the flow of grad f . 0
We can now state the following reduction theorem for gradient vector fields on cosymplectic manifolds. The map C : G x G -+ R is bilinear and skewsymmetric, and it is straightforward to verify that it is a real-valued 2-cocycle of G .
is a symmetry of a local gradient vector field X on M, i.e. [FM,X] = 0 for each < E G , with X satisfying (3.4) . We can then prove that the functions X ( J c ) are constant for all < and, as a matter of fact, the converse is also true.
Proposiiion 6. A restricted Hamiltonian action, with momentum map J , is a symmetry of a local gradient vector field X iff for each < E G it holds that X ( Jc) = e, for some constant E R.
Proof. we see that
Suppose the restricted Hamiltonian action
Let X E X ( M ) be a local gradient vector field. Then, using (3.8) and (4.1)
Consequently, since xs,w is a bundle isomorphism, [ X , E M ] = 0 iff dX(Jc) = 0, from which the result follows. In this paper we have been dealing with a class of dynamical systems which, in appropriate coordinates, can be represented by a system of 271 i -1 first-order ordinary differential equations of the form for some smooth function f(t,q,p). In several respects these systems reveal a striking resemblance to Hamiltonian systems on symplectic manifolds, at least from a g e e metrical point of view. From the point of view of theoretical mechanics it must be conceded that, if t is to be regarded as the physical time coordinate, it is the evolution type vector fields E, = R + X, rather than the gradient vector fields that are of particular interest. From the definitions in section 2 we see that g r a d f -E , = ( R ( f ) -l ) R (6.1) and so the two only coincide in the special case where R(f) = 1. As far as the symmetry and reduction properties are concerned one may observe, however, that the treatment of section 4 also applies to evolution vector fields. Indeed, it has already been shown by Marle [5] that for group actions of the type considered in this paper (with R ( J ) = 0), which leave a function f invariant, the momentum map J will be constant along the orbits of E,. It is also straightforward to check, using (6.1) and the results of section 4, that such an action will be a symmetry of E,. Hence, all ingredients are available to establish a reduction scheme for evolution vector fields with symmetry along the lines of theorem 3. Finally, we still note that the characterization of (local) gradient vector fields in terms of Lagrangian submanifolds (cf section 3) can be extended to the case of gradient systems with constraints, following the analogous treatment of Hamiltonian systems with constraints as, for instance, in [8, 91. 
